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Please join us for
a meeting with our
new City Manager,
Spencer Cronk at the
Lions Municipal Golf
Course Clubhouse.
7pm Wednesday
May 23rd, 2018.

Our next regular meeting is Tuesday June the 5th, 2018, 6:30PM
Howson Public Library 2500 Exposition Blvd, Austin, TX 78703.

We look forward to seeing you! Please join us. And speaking of joining us….

CodeNEXT Redux Receives Failing Marks.
I was gardening in my front
yard recently, and some neighbors
stopped to ask about CodeNEXT.
They didn’t know what it was or what
it meant for them. As an introduction,
CodeNEXT is the proposed rewrite
of the City’s land development code.
If adopted in its current form, it will
change the zoning category for every
piece of property in the City. Despite
being presented with a petition with
over 30,000 signatures calling to put
the proposal on a ballot in November,
the City Council last week refused to
include CodeNEXT on the ballot. Our
only recourse is political, contacting
the Mayor and Council Members to
voice our opposition, and building
consensus with neighbors from other
parts of the City.
Supporters of CodeNEXT argue
that the current land development
code is woefully out of date and
labyrinthine. They claim that the
provisions of CodeNEXT allowing
increased density of development in
the inner city will provide affordable
housing, streamline the permitting
process, improve transportation
options, and improve the quality of
life in the River City. If it sounds too
good to be true, it is.

The process of reworking the
land development code began nearly
five years ago. Since then, the City
has spent over $8.5 million, paid to
consultants hailing from Portland
and San Francisco and who know
nothing about Austin, for a product
that completely revamps zoning
throughout the City, from the number
of structures that can be built on a
lot, setbacks, sidewalks, and building
height, to name but a few. The new code
is more convoluted and voluminous
that the current code, and it delivers
on none of the promises. The process
is developer driven, and the Council
has admitted that the new code will
not provide more affordable housing
for underserved communities. The
rewritten code is years overdue, $6
million over budget, and has gone
through five project managers.
Rather than addressing the
critique on the merits, supporters
cry foul, claiming that opposition
to CodeNEXT is racist, trying
to leverage the timeworn divide
between east and west Austin for
their own political profit. We need
to move beyond these divisions and
realize that the draft code was not
driven by anyone’s community. The
consultants did not solicit input from
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neighbors or from neighborhood associations, nor did they
incorporate neighborhood plans or Imagine Austin. And,
the problem is not limited to west Austin. Housing expert
and head of the Save Montopolis Negro School Coalition,
Dr. Fred McGhee notes, “CodeNEXT does nothing to
prevent displacement on the Eastside; it would accelerate
it, wiping out our communities.”
In February, the City Council released the third rewrite
of CodeNEXT. While we hoped that the input provided by
the community would solve the problems with the draft
code, many issues remain. For example, the most recent
draft allows 2 units on a 3,500 s. ft. lot, encouraging resubdivision in many single family neighborhoods.
Also, the draft overrides neighborhood plans,
allowing increased and varied commercial uses. Generally,
CodeNEXT allows personal services, restaurants, doctor’s
offices, bars, commercial services and adult entertainment
in areas that they would not be permitted today, without the
zoning variance process, petition rights, or public hearing
that would be required now. Currently, neighborhood
commercial zoning (LR) with a conditional overlay
provides buffer zones between retail and commercial.
Neighborhood Commercial is intended for neighborhood
shopping facilities that provide limited business services
and office facilities predominately for the convenience
of residents of the neighborhoods. But the latest draft
removes that buffer zone by moving retail uses and higher
traffic uses. And, the City has clearly demonstrated its
plan to remove conditional overlays which neighbors and
developers negotiated to allow more intense development
on limited, specific tracts.
CodeNEXT fundamentally changes property owners’
rights concerning development of adjacent and nearby
properties. Today, before a property can be rezoned,
nearby property owners have the right to receive notice
and an opportunity to be heard on that specific case before
the City Council. If the owners of 20% of the property
within 200 feet of the subject tract object to the proposed
rezoning through a petition, the application requires a
super-majority vote of the City Council for passage.
CodeNEXT substantially reduces neighbors’ rights
to file a petition with the Council in opposition to zoning
changes. The City seeks to do this in two ways. First,
the City argues that citizens have no petition rights in
connection with the adoption of CodeNEXT even though
CodeNEXT represents an extensive rezoning of thousands
of properties across the City. Second, CodeNEXT has
lowered the standard in many zoning districts, requiring
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only a conditional use permit (CUP) or an administrative
minor use permit (MUP) for an array of land uses that
today need a zoning change, neither of which provide any
petition rights.
CodeNEXT’s changes also dramatically increase
traffic and on-street parking. The draft code allows new
construction to include only one parking space, which
will push parked cars onto our streets, creating a hazard
for children, pedestrians, and cyclists.
With the expiration of the lease of the Brackenridge
Tract looming in May 2019, we are especially aware of
proposed development of that area. This development
will occur regardless of the adoption of CodeNEXT. We
laid the foundation for accommodating increased density
arising from the possible development of the Brackenridge
Tract in our neighborhood years ago when we adopted
the Central West Austin Neighborhood Plan, our vision
for the future of our neighborhood. Our neighborhood
plan supports development along main transportation
corridors, not by cramming multiple living units into
residential lots. Our neighborhood planning process predated Imagine Austin, adopted in 2012, which envisioned
the creation of regional nodes, drawing heavy traffic
away from the City’s urban core. CodeNEXT has utterly
abandoned Imagine Austin and ignores the goals adopted
in neighborhood plans.
Contrary to supporters’ claims, the effect of the
increased density imposed by the new code will not
magically make housing cheaper. Instead, single lots
will be layered with high-end condos and apartments,
ratcheting up the price per square foot and increasing the
tax base. Not only will middle-class folks be unable to
afford the new offerings, but current families and retirees
living in central Austin will be unable to afford the
skyrocketing property taxes.
Also, nothing in CodeNEXT addresses our woefully
lacking infrastructure, which is straining to keep up with
current growth. The more intense development that will
occur under CodeNEXT, if adopted, will significantly
tax our aging infrastructure – roads, bridges, and utility
lines, both above ground and beneath. Also, the increased
density could create flooding hazards if not properly
managed, yet another issue that the draft code does not
address.
Tarrytown’s housing stock over the past ten years has
been decimated. Lot after lot has been razed to make way
for enormous houses – not duplexes, as are allowed under
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the current code. In fact, the smaller, older homes that
have been torn down are far more affordable than the new
construction erected in their place. This problem is not
limited to Tarrytown – all central Austin neighborhoods
face the same problem. The changes imposed on property
owners amount to an undemocratic restructuring of
the City, significantly impacting the available uses for
residential property.
Another problem with CodeNEXT is its failure to
consider environmental concerns, including Austin’s
unique topography, the importance of preserving Lady
Bird Lake, or the impact of the increased density on
Austin’s drinking water. Our sole source of drinking
water is the Colorado River. Failure to take into account
the impact of increased urban runoff, with accompanying
pollutants, could have a significantly detrimental effect on
our drinking water.
We at WANG urge you to get involved if you believe
that CodeNEXT presents a genuine threat to Austin’s
neighborhoods, as we do. Join us in communicating our
opposition to the City’s tone-deaf approach to the revision
of the Land Development Code. Thirty-five years ago,
Statesman columnist John Kelso described north Austin as
a bad imitation of Dallas. Let’s work together to make sure
that his prophecy remains hyperbole rather than reality.

West Austin Neighborhood Group

Brackenridge Tract
Development Looms
Because of my involvement over the years on
neighborhood issues, neighborhood planning and the
Brackenridge Tract, I am frequently asked by friends
and neighbors about what is going on and what the
future might hold for the Brackenridge Tract (“Tract”),
for Lions Municipal Golf Course (“Muny”), West Austin
Youth Association (“WAYA”), etc. In May of 2019, a
mere year from now, the first term of the Brackenridge
Tract Agreement (“Agreement”) between the University
of Texas (“UT”) and the City of Austin (“City”) of the
agreement ends. The Agreement could be automatically
extended for 5 years if neither the City nor UT choose
to terminate the Agreement. Why is the Agreement so
important to you, to the future of our neighborhood, the
City and UT? Simply, it has mandated how the 345 acres
of land that comprises the Tract would be used and how
it or portions of it potentially would be developed in the
future.
Opinions are cheap and everybody has one, yours
truly included. My sense of things is that there are a lot of
folks trying to find a “soft landing spot.” What that looks
like at the moment is anybody’s guess as there are just too
many variables. Regardless of what it ultimately looks
like though, West Austin will be changed in the decades
to come. Unless, of course, there is a noble donor with a
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couple of hundred million dollars to spare…. There is a
solution out there – and it needn’t be complex.
The biggest challenge to getting something done that
produces a relatively good outcome, and I use that term
loosely, for the neighborhood and UT is not, surprisingly
to some, the University or even the Legislature. It is
our new City Council format of single member districts.
In November of 2012, citizens voted to change our
form of government from an at-large format to single
member districts. In the past, we could work with all the
Councilmembers because they all had to be responsive to
us – they served everybody and we had the right to vote for
each of them. Now, only one of ten Councilmembers has
to be responsive because the other nine Councilmembers
don’t need your votes – and some have demonstrated
that they frankly don’t care what happens to West Austin
if it doesn’t further their objectives. Ward politics and
differing political and social agendas are taking root. As
our Councilmember Alison Alter often notes, it takes
six votes and those votes could be hard to come by in
the current political environment though there are a few
Councilmembers who get it.
There are so many different iterations of what could
happen with the Tract but for the sake of argument,
let’s say that the best possible outcome is that the 141.4
acres of Muny and the 14.6 acres of WAYA remain
more or less as they are. These both obviously are
important and irreplaceable assets for our city and our
community. However, to preserve them, something else
in all likelihood is going to have to give. The value of the
land is itself subject to debate but let’s say for the sake of
argument (and easy math), Muny and WAYA are worth
$100 million dollars together. That is hard money to find
unless you made a fast fortune in Bitcoin or an app.
The suggestion of extending the leases for Muny
and WAYA is fraught with other perils including the
cost of leasing that could be prohibitive for the City and
WAYA or the recognition that leases will in turn lead to
recurring negotiations rather than a permanent solution.
For years, we have tossed around potential solutions to
achieve a buyout of Muny and WAYA like land swaps of
other City owned land, additional entitlements on other
UT owned parcels, municipal general revenue bonds,
public improvement districts, tax increment financing
districts, etc. With our current Council format and some
of the prevailing attitudes on the dais, it is at worst highly
unlikely or at best an incredible challenge that any of
those tools might be available to use in negotiations with
UT. So we start with one hand tied behind our back.
Know that engaged stakeholders like the West
Austin Neighborhood Group, Save Muny, WAYA, UT
West Austin Neighborhood Group
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and some of its key supporters, Councilmember Alter,
and our Legislative delegation are on top of this and that
the train hasn’t left the station. We hope that you will
hop on board with us for what will be the most important
issue that we in West Austin will ever face. The West
Austin Neighborhood Group needs your wholehearted
support and your engagement like it never has before so
that we can work to leverage the best possible outcome
for our piece of paradise. The time is now.

April 2018 Minutes Summary
•

Neighbor Communications: Construction to begin at
the Grove.

•

Land Matters: Discussed line sight problems at 2700
Mountain Laurel and 3300 Greenlee

•

Transportation: Capital Metro will not eliminate the
21/22 route, but rename it to 355. The City of Austin
wants to take over planning along some core corridors.

•

Membership: We have added several new members.
Growing membership is helped by the e-newsletter.

•

Newsletter: Print newsletters will only be produced
twice a year in May and October. They will be mailed
to the entire neighborhood. The email newsletter will
be sent to our growing email list electronically the other
10 months.

•

ANC: Discussion regarding the misuse of impervious
coverage percentages in relation to CodeNEXT which
may exacerbate flooding issues. An in-depth assessment to CodeNEXT Draft 3 can be found at https://
communitynotcommodity.com/wp-content/uploads/
CodeNEXTV3v6.pdf. The Affordable Housing Bonus Program is becoming very complex, defeating the
purpose of CodeNEXT. We will invite our new City
Manager, Spencer Cronk, to meet with us at an open
meeting.

•

Treasurer: George Edwards email reported that WANG
has $9,059.99 in the Business Account, $495.36 in the
Tarrytown 4th of July Parade Account, and $1,207.05 in
the Oak Wilt Account.

•

The Board asking the Austin Public Library to make a
copy of CodeNEXT available for review like they do
our neighborhood plans.

•

The Board will be sharing information as it becomes
available regarding the termination of the lease between
UT and the City. The scheduled termination date is
May 2019.

•

Next meeting will be held at Golf Course 6:00 Tuesday,
May 1, 2018

•

Full minutes are available online at http://westaustinng.
com/neighborhood/minutes/
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Mayfield Park:
Neighborhood Jewel
Head West on 35th Street as far as you can and, just
past Balcones Drive, you’ll find one of West Austin’s
most treasured public parks, Mayfield Park and Preserve.
Many call this wonderful oasis “The Peacock Park.” This
short history of the park, and how it came to be part of
Austin’s Parks and Recreations Department can be found
at www.mayfieldpark.org
A prominent politician who served as chairman of the
powerful Texas Railroad Commission, Allison Mayfield
purchased this property in 1909. Documentary evidence
suggests that he transformed an existing dwelling for use
as a summer residence. Although his will inventoried
this property as “The Home Place in Austin,” the Driskill
Hotel (1885; NR 1969) in downtown Austin continued to
serve as his official residence until his death in January
1923.
His daughter, Mary Mayfield Gutsch, continued to
summer in the house and putter in the modest garden
following her 1918 marriage to University of Texas
history professor Milton Rietow Gutsch. Prominent in the
early efforts of Austin’s Violet Crown Garden Club, the
Gutsches shared an intense interest in botany. After the
1924 death of Mary’s mother, Lula Chapman Mayfield,
they broadened their campaign of expanding both the
house and garden.

Gutsches often purchased colorful planters, pots and urns
to place around the trees, terraces and walks. They never
added formal statuary to the gardens, although they often
made room for odd found objects in the various garden
areas. While they continued to make minor changes in
planting and add small features collected while traveling
over the years, most of the major elements of the gardens
were in place by 1940.
The resulting house and grounds formed a
picturesque composition drawn from landscape styles
prevalent during the early 20th century. The Gutsches
made every effort to unify the house and landscape,
adding a pergola, trellises, porches, foundation plantings,
walks and terraces to dissolve the boundaries between the
two. They personally cared for their gardens, watching
them mature until his death in 1967 and hers in 1971. In
her will, Mary Mayfield Gutsch deeded the property to
the City of Austin for use as a public park. The Mayfield
Park Community Project launched a restoration program
in 1988 to ensure the survival of this significant resource.
Current conditions of the grounds reflect their effort to
recapture the garden’s character at its peak by restoring
the house as well as original plant varieties lost over time.

Their partner in this campaign, Esteban Arredondo
began working for the Gutsches in 1922. He served as
the Gutsches’ gardener, butler, and chauffeur, while his
wife Magdalena looked after the housekeeping. The
Arredondos and their children for a brief time resided in
one of the surviving outbuildings (Site Feature 5) behind
the main house. Still living in Austin, their oldest son
Steve was five years old when his family moved to the
Mayfield-Gutsch Estate. Oral history interviews with
him constitute the most accurate information available
regarding the development of the gardens. Steve lived
on the estate until his marriage in 1937, while his
parents continued to work for the Gutsches until 1968
(Arredondo, 1992).
The garden development was a collaborative effort
between planting native Texas palms (Sabal Texana)
in the 1930s to give the gardens a tropical air. A 1935
Christmas gift of a pair of peafowl started a trend of
animating the gardens. Frequent visitors to Mexico, the
West Austin Neighborhood Group
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* F R E E * M O V I E I N T A R R Y T O W N PA R K

SATURDAY, MAY 19th
@ 6:30 p.m.

Come and enjoy an evening
with neighbors & friends in
Tarrytown Park. The movie
COCO begins at dusk.
Food & non-alcoholic drinks
available for purchase starting at
6:30 p.m. Bring a blanket or low
chair & other beverages of choice.
Please visit westaustinng.com if
the weather looks questionable
or contact Elizabeth Adams:
512.745.1044 / elizabeth@
urbanspacerealtors.com
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your plant. Depending on the type of scale, they may be
found on foliage, stems, or even roots of the plant.
Tips for managing scale insects:

Scale Insects

By Wizzie Brown

Scale insects are divided into two basic categoriessoft scales and hard, or armored, scales. Soft scales
produce a soft, thin, cottony, powdery, or waxy covering
that cannot be separated from their body. They also
produce a lot of honeydew (a sweet, sticky substance
excreted by some insects). Hard scales produce a hard,
shield-like covering made of shed skins and wax that
conceals their body but is not attached to the body.
Scale
insects lay
eggs which
hatch into
crawlers.
Eggs are
usually
hidden
under the
female’s
body, but
some may
be placed under a cottony or waxy covering secreted by
the female. The first instar is called a “crawler” because
when they emerge from the egg, they move around on
the plant
to locate
a place to
settle down
and feed.
Crawlers
may be
transported
to other
plants
by wind,
people, or
animals
such as birds. After they choose their spot, the insects
typically do not move for the rest of their life.

•

Prune sections that contain scales from the plant
and discard in sealed bags.

•

Try spraying the plant with a high pressure
water spray to knock the insects from the plant.

•

Try treating the plant with insecticidal soap or
horticultural oil.

For more information or help with identification,
contact Wizzie Brown, Texas AgriLife Extension
Service Program Specialist at 512.854.9600. Check out
my blog at www.urban-ipm.blogspot.com
This work is supported by Crops Protection and Pest
Management Competitive Grants Program [grant no.
2017-70006-27188 /project accession no. 1013905]
from the USDA National Institute of Food and
Agriculture.
The information given herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to
commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no
discrimination is intended and no endorsement by Texas A&M AgriLife Extension
Service or the Texas A&M AgriLife Research is implied.
The Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service provides equal access in its programs,
activities, education and employment, without regard to race, color, sex, religion,
national origin, disability, age, genetic information, veteran status, sexual
orientation or gender identity.

Scale insects cause damage to plants by puncturing
and removing plant juices via their piercing-sucking
mouthparts. This can lead to yellowing, wilting, leaf
drop, or sometimes killing sections of the plant. Soft
scales produce honeydew which can lead to growth of
a black fungus called sooty mold that can further stress
West Austin Neighborhood Group
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Join WANG Today!
Memberships run annually from November 1 to October 31

West Austin Neighborhood Group
Date:___________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Name (or Family) / Business Friend

Name
Name

Business
Friend/Sustaining
_______________________________________________________

Business
Friend/Sustaining
Address

Austin, TX

Address

_______________________________________________________
Address
Phone

_______________________________________________________
Date
Email Address (1)

Phone
Phone

Date

I prefer
to receive the newsletter via:
_______________________________________________________
I prefer
to
the newsletter via:
Email Addressreceive
E-Mail (2)
Regular Mail
E-Mail
Regular
I prefer
to receive the Newsletter
by: Mail
EmailEmail
Address:
Email Address:

Regular Mail

Both

Benefactor:

$ 250

Patron:

$ 100

Friend:

$ 50

Family:

$ 30

$ 15
JOIN
TODAY!
JOIN TODAY!
Student:
$ 15
Senior:

Business Friend:
$ 500
Contributing
Levels
Contributing
Levels
NEW MEMBERSHIPS FROM AUGUST THROUGH OCTOBER$30.00
Family
ARE GOOD THRU THE FOLLOWING YEAR
$30.00
Family
$15.00
Senior/Student
Sign-up
ON-LINE
through
PAYPAL
at
$15.00
Senior/Student
www.westaustinng.com/neighborhood/join-wang
$50.00
Friend
$50.00
Friend
$100.00
or sendPatron
check with form to:
$100.00
Patron
WESTBenefactor
AUSTIN NEIGHBORHOOD GROUP $250.00
$250.00
Benefactor
P.O. BOX
5722
$500.00
Sustaining
$500.00
Sustaining
AUSTIN,
TEXAS 78763-5722
Business Friend
$500.00
Business
Friend
$500.00
Send Email
to: membership@westaustinng.com
Business
Sustaining
$1,000.00
Business Sustaining
$1,000.00

